Master Schedule for Calidore String Quartet Seminar 2023

Thursday 1/19/23
- Quartets arrive in Newark, DE
- 6pm Welcome Meeting Lobby of CPA
- 7pm-8:30pm Coachings with CSQ
  Room AED 207 Mia Quartet (Ryan Meehan/Jeremy Berry)
  Room AED 211 Duffield Quartet (Jeffrey Myers)
  Room AED 219 Stelios Quartet (Estelle Choi)

Friday 1/20/23
- 9am-10am Rehearsal Time
- 10am-11am Coachings with CSQ
  Room AED 207 Mia Quartet (Jeffrey Myers)
  Room AED 211 Duffield Quartet (Estelle Choi)
  Room AED 219 Stelios Quartet (Jeremy Berry/Ryan Meehan)
- 1pm-4pm Masterclass with David Finckel (Gore Hall CPA)
- 4pm-6pm Coachings/Rehearsal Time
  4-5pm Room AED 207 Mia Quartet CSQ member
  4pm-5pm Room AED 211 Duffield Quartet Larry Stomberg
  5pm-6pm Room AED 219 Stelios Quartet Larry Stomberg

Saturday 1/21/23
- 9am-11am Coachings with CSQ
  Room AED 207 Mia Quartet (Jeremy Berry/Estelle Choi)
Room AED 211 Duffield Quartet (Ryan Meehan)
Room AED 219 Stelios Quartet (Jeffrey Myers)

-11am-1pm Quartet Chat (Lunch)

-1pm-2pm Rehearsal Time

-2pm-4pm Coachings with CSQ

Room AED 207 Mia Quartet (Jeffrey Myers)
Room AED 211 Duffield Quartet (Estelle Choi/Jeremy Berry)
Room AED 219 Stelios Quartet (Ryan Meehan)

-LESSONS/Rehearsal time

-6pm
  Jeffrey Myers
  Ellen Hayashi - AED109a

  Ryan Meehan
  Anda Jiang - AED110

  Jeremy Berry
  Kimberly Lafranzo - AED TBD

  Estelle Choi
  Benjamin Deighton - AED116

-6:40pm
  Jeffrey Myers
  Allyson Cohen - AED109a

  Ryan Meehan
  Bethlehem Kelley - AED110

  Jeremy Berry
  Kate Moran - AED TBD

  Estelle Choi
  Priscilla Kim - AED116

-7:20pm
  Jeffrey Myers
  Juan Lee AED109a

  Ryan Meehan
  David Baik AED110

  Jeremy Berry
Sunday 1/22/23

8am-10am Rehearsal Time
Room AED 207 Mia Quartet
Room AED 211 Duffield Quartet
Room AED 219 Stelios Quartet

10am Dress Rehearsal slot 1 (Gore Recital Hall CPA)
10:15am Dress Rehearsal slot 2 (Gore Recital Hall CPA)
10:30am Dress Rehearsal slot 3 (Gore Recital Hall CPA)
11am Quartets Final Recital (Gore Recital Hall CPA)
1pm Reception following performance